The point spread function (PSF) for astronomical telescopes and instruments depends not only on geometric aberrations and scalar wave diffraction, but also on the apodization and wavefront errors introduced by coatings on reflecting and transmitting surfaces within the optical system. The functional form of these aberrations, called polarization aberrations, result from the angles of incidence and the variations of the coatings as a function of angle. These coatings induce small modifications to the PSF, which consists of four separate components, two nearly Airy-disk PSF components, and two faint components, we call ghost PSF components, with a spatial extent about twice the size of the diffraction limited image. As the specifications of optical systems constantly improve, these small effects become increasingly important. It is shown how the magnitude of these ghost PSF components, at ~10 -5 in the example telescope, can interfere with exoplanet detection with coronagraphs.
INTRODUCTION
The aberration of an optical system is its deviation from ideal performance. In an imaging system with ideal spherical or plane wave illumination, the desired output is spherical wavefronts with constant amplitude and constant polarization state centered on the correct image point. The deviations from spherical wavefronts are known as the wavefront aberration function. Deviations from constant amplitude arise from differences in reflection or refraction efficiency between rays. Amplitude variations cause amplitude aberration or apodization. At each reflecting and refracting surface, polarization change also occurs due to differences between the p and s-reflectance and transmission coefficients. Over each wavefront, the angles of incidence changes causing polarization variation, so that a uniformly polarized beam acquires polarization variations exiting the system. [1] , [2] The ideal output polarization for most systems would be a non-varying polarization state; there would be no polarization change propagating from object to image space. Such ray paths through a (non-polarizing) optical system can be characterized with Jones matrices which would be identity matrices for all ray paths. Deviations from this identity matrix function are called polarization aberrations.
In high performance astronomical systems, the variations of polarization and amplitude have a much smaller impact on the image quality than the wavefront aberrations. However as the astronomical community prepares to image and measure the spectrum and polarization of exoplanets, and the microlithography community closes in on 10 nm spatial resolution, , such small polarization and amplitude effects as these must be considered. To calculate polarization matrices for ray paths through optical systems, the technique of polarization ray tracing was developed. [2] - [8] Vector extensions to diffraction theory then allow the diffraction patterns and image quality of polarization-aberrated beams to be simulated. [1] , [9] - [15] The functional form of these polarization aberrations frequently have similar patterns to the geometrical aberrations, since they arise from the geometry of surfaces and the variation of angle of incidence. [11] , [12] , [16] - [23] 2. IMAGE FORMATION Figure 1 describes the steps in the calculation of image formation with polarization aberration. In the following, matrix functions are described with bold acronyms. The Jones pupil is determined as an array of Jones matrix values by polarization ray tracing. The Jones pupil plays the role of the wavefront aberration function of geometrical optics; it is comprised of four wavefront aberration functions and four amplitude functions for four polarization combinations. The amplitude response function of geometrical optics is replaced with an Amplitude Response Matrix (ARM), calculated as the Fourier transforms of the Jones pupil elements. The Point Spread Matrix (PSM) for an image of an incoherent point source is calculated by transforming the Jones matrices of the ARM into Mueller matrices. [24] - [26] The point image flux and polarization distribution is a function of the four Stokes parameters obtained by matrix multiplying the Stokes parameters by the PSM. [11] Jones Figure 1 . The steps in evaluating the image quality of polarization aberrated optical systems. The Fourier transform of the Jones pupil is the ARM. The Jones matrix ARM converts into a Mueller matrix PSM to evaluate incoherent image quality, such as the image of a star in an astronomical telescope.
EXAMPLE CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE
In this manuscript, the polarization image formation of a generic telescope is analyzed. It is difficult to choose a fully representative astronomical optical system as an example. If an example system with too many elements is selected, it is more difficult to relate the individual surfaces to the features in the polarization aberration and polarized PSF, so a relatively simple system of a Cassegrain telescope and fold mirror illuminated on-axis, as shown in Figure 2 , is analyzed. The specific values for the telescope are interesting to gauge the order of magnitude of the polarization effects in similar telescopes. But the even more interesting results are the functional form of the image defects. This telescope was chosen to have no on-axis geometric wavefront aberrations; the optical path lengths (OPLs) for all on-axis rays are equal. The image calculated by conventional geometrical ray tracing is ideal, so deviations from the ideal image result from the polarization of the mirrors since the effects of wavefront aberration is zero. The polarization ray trace assumes mirrors coated with aluminum with a refractive index N = 2.80 + 8.45i and analyzed at 800 nm. Figure 3 plots the Fresnel amplitude and phase coefficients for aluminum which are used throughout the remainder of this manuscript which determines their effect on the example telescope's image quality, and provides an example for other image forming systems. 
Metal mirrors also act as retarders due to the phase shift δ between the s and p-reflected beams,
The maximum fraction F of light which can be coupled into the orthogonal polarization state for small diattenuation (dimensionless) or small retardance (radians), occurs for light at 45° or 135° to the retardance fast axis or the diattenuation axis. The coupling for both effects share the same quadratic form for F,
Using the Mueller calculus, these equations are readily derived: place a diattenuator or retarder oriented at 45° between crossed polarizers, and evaluate the transmitted flux as a Taylor series.
The example telescope's polarization has been calculated with the polarization ray tracing program Polaris-M developed by R. Chipman and colleagues at the University of Arizona. Maps of diattenuation for each of the three mirrors are shown in the three left panels of Figure 4 . The Figure 4 right panel maps the cumulative diattenuation viewed looking into the exit pupil. Each line indicates the diattenuation magnitude and the orientation of the state with maximum transmission at a grid of locations in the pupil. In the first two panels in Figure 4 , it is seen that the primary and secondary mirrors have diattenuation which is rotationally symmetric, tangentially oriented. The magnitude of the diattenuation increases quadratically from the center to the edge of the pupil. Throughout the manuscript the terms linear and quadratic, etc. mean approximately linear and approximately quadratic; this is standard use in aberration theory. The fold mirror has a very different functional form. It introduces a horizontally oriented diattenuation with a linear variation along a vertical axis. On the right, the cumulative diattenuation map is similar to the fold mirror, predominantly linear from top to bottom, because the fold mirror has the largest diattenuation magnitude. 2.384 Figure 5 shows the retardance aberration maps. It is important to understand that metal's retardance introduces a polarization dependent phase contribution into the OPL which is different for s and p-polarizations. This yields a difference in the metal coatings' contributions to the wavefront aberration contributions. The fold mirror has a linearly varying retardance increasing from the bottom to the top of the pupil. The resultant retardance for the entire telescope (right) is dominated by the fold mirror's retardance; the primary and secondary mirrors make smaller contributions. The linear variation of retardance causes a difference in the wavefront aberration tilt, so the X and Y-polarizations have different linear phases, and the X and Y-images are shifted by different amounts from the nominal image location.
The polarization change of each ray through the optical system has an associated Jones matrix from which the diattenuation and retardance were calculated. The set of Jones matrices expressed as a function of pupil coordinates and object coordinates is called the polarization aberration function. [11] The set of Jones matrices at each point in the pupil (x,y) for a specified object point is named Jones pupil, and takes the form of a 2×2 Jones matrix pupil map with complex distributions of amplitude A(x,y) and phase ϕ(x,y), [27] ,
For an X-polarized incident field at the entrance pupil, AXX is the amplitude of the X-polarized field at point (x,y) in the exit pupil. Also, for the X-polarized incident field at the entrance pupil, AYX is the amplitude at point (x,y) of light coupled from X into the Y-polarized field at the exit pupil. The term ϕXX, the complex argument of JXX, is the phase shift from the Xpolarized incident field to the X-polarized exiting field due to the metal reflections. ϕXX is one of four wavefront aberration terms, in this case what would be measured by an interferometer illuminating with X-polarized light, and analyzing with an X-polarizer. The term ϕYX is the phase shift for the X-polarized field coupled into the Y-polarized field. Similarly the right column of J describes the effects for the Y-polarized incident field. Putting all of this together, the field from a single point in object space maps into the exit pupil is described by the 2×2 Jones matrix in Eq. (4).
For the description of the Jones matrices, a coordinate system must be chosen for both the input light and the output light. The choice of the orthogonal basis is arbitrary, but it is simplest to decompose the incident plane waves into a component parallel to our fold mirror's rotation axis, horizontal or X-polarized, and a vertical or Y-polarized component. Then these basis states are followed through a non-polarizing optical system to define the X and Y-components in the exit pupil. The result of all flux and PSF calculations, since they are intensities, are independent of the orthogonal basis chosen.
The result of the polarization ray trace is the Jones pupil shown in Figure 6 . This is color coded to show the amplitude and phase variations across the exit pupil. Because the polarization effects from the mirrors are relatively small, both the diattenuation and retardance are much less than one, the Jones pupil is close to the identity matrix times a constant, ~0.806; the 0.806 results from the aluminum's reflection losses. Figure 6 . The Jones pupil elements displayed as color-coded images show the amplitude, phase, and polarization variation across the exit pupil. In (a), the four images show the amplitudes as functions of pupil position. The four images in (b) show the phase; these are wavefront aberration-like terms. AXY and AXY are strongly apodized so the corresponding diffraction patterns are much larger than near Airy-disk images associated with the diagonal terms. Each box has a scale to the right: units are amplitude for (a) and phase in radians for (b). A complex numbers phase changes by π when the amplitude passes through zero. This is the cause of the ϕXY and ϕYX phase discontinuities. The phases of the Jones pupil's four elements represent wavefront aberration function contributions from the aluminum mirrors, as shown in Figure 6 (b). The Fresnel phase changes are different for the s and p-components so they have different wavefronts. The telescope's on-axis geometrical wavefront aberration is zero. Therefore these phase variations across the pupil are wavefront contributions from the phase changes at the mirror coatings. ϕXX, the wavefront aberration function of the telescope illuminated with x-polarized light and analyzed with an x-analyzer, has an overall linear variation of about 0.008 waves with a smaller additional deviation which is primarily astigmatism. The diagonal elements ϕXX and ϕYY each have a different wavefront tilt (linear component). This tilt difference arises at the fold mirror, seen in figure 3(b) , where one can see that around the 45° incident angle, and the phase slopes are different for s-incident polarized light vs. p-incident polarized light. If the Fresnel phases were linear about 45°, only tilt would be introduced. The small deviations from linear introduce higher order aberrations including small amounts of astigmatism (from quadratic deviation), coma (from cubic deviation) and other aberrations.
The image formed by optical systems with polarization aberration can be calculated with the ARM, a Jones calculus version of the amplitude response function from scalar diffraction theory,
, ,
where is a spatial Fourier transform applied to each of the Jones pupil elements. The ARM for the example telescope of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 7 . Table 1 summarizes the system and lists several parameters relevant to the imaging calculations. The ARM's diagonal elements are close to the Airy disk, but enlarged a little due to the aberrations in ϕXX and ϕYY. Both patterns are slightly astigmatic and their centroids are slightly shifted due to the differences in their tilt mentioned in the last paragraph. The off-diagonal elements have much lower amplitudes, about 0.0037 and have interesting form, being dark down the middle, and changing sign crossing the middle. All these arise at the fold mirror. These off-diagonal PSF images are referred to as the ghost PSFs. 
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With unpolarized illumination, the incident X and Y-polarizations are incoherent with respect to each other, which is the definition of unpolarized light. As a result, the output components ARMXX (X in X out) and ARMYX (X in Y out) are coherent with each other but incoherent with ARMXY and ARMYY. So for unpolarized illumination, the two output X-components in the ARM are incoherent with respect to each other, as are the two output Y-components. So the PSF for an unpolarized source has four additive components I = IX + IY = (|ARMXX| 2 + |ARMXY| 2 ) + (|ARMYX| 2 + |ARMYY| 2 ). The polarization structure of the generic telescope PSF is explored further in the next section.
MUELLER MATRIX POINT SPREAD MATRIX
The Mueller matrix Point Spread Matrix (PSM), a 4×4 the Mueller matrix generalization of the PSF, defines the distribution of flux and polarization in the image of an incoherent point source, such as a star. [11] . This PSM is calculated by converting the ARM's Jones matrix functions into a Mueller matrix function.
[24]- [26] Figure 8 shows the telescope's PSM The Stokes parameter image in the first column (m00, m10, m20, m30) inside the red rectangle is the PSF for unpolarized illumination. The PSF of an unpolarized star is not unpolarized since m10, m20 and m30 are not zero. The Q component's (m10, ~4.7×10
-2 ) predominantly comes from the fold mirror's diattenuation, which is reflecting more 0° (s-polarized) light than 90° polarized light. The smaller U component (m20, ~4.36 x 10 -3 ) is mostly generated from diattenuation contributions at 45° and 135° from the primary and secondary; this is seen in Figure 4 's first two panels. The small ellipticity (the V component, m30) occurs because weakly polarized light reflected from the primary and secondary interacts with the retardance from the fold mirror. Figure 8 . The point spread matrix (PSM) (left, in large brackets) here is shown operating on an X-polarized incident beam (Stokes parameters (1, 1, 0, 0) (middle brackets)) and results in a polarized PSF (right brackets). This resulting 4×1 Stokes image (right) has components (IX, QX, UX, VX). The subscript X is used to show these Stokes parameters resulted from incident X-polarized light. Each matrix element's normalized magnitude is shown in a vertical scale. The UX image indicates a small variation of polarization orientation. VX shows the image also has small ellipticity variations. The red box (m00, m10, m20, m30) is the Stokes parameter image (I, Q, U, V) for a collimated beam of unpolarized incident light, such as light incident from an unpolarized star.
This PSM distribution raises concerns for the application of telescopes like this to exoplanet detection, where a dark null in the exoplanet region is needed very close to a bright star. The outer portions of the PSF are strongly affected by the light coupled into orthogonal components because the AXY and AYX Jones pupil components are highly apodized; see Figure 6 (a). Comparing the PSM terms IXX and IYX; the first is nearly diffraction limited, the other is about twice as large. These PSF terms are calculated using the resultant Stokes image components as:
IXX and IYX, the two terms in Eq. (6) , are compared in Figure 9 . The peak of IYX is about 10 -5 of the peak of IXX. In imaging applications needing contrast ratios of 10 -8 or greater, this "ghost PSF" could be a significant detriment. To compare the diagonal and ghost components further, Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the flux along an x-axis crosssection through the centers of the two PSFs in log scale; this is along the plane drawn through the two images shown in Figure 9 . The ghost PSF's light spreads away from the center, which can also be seen in Figure 10 . The Airy disk's zeros of IXX are not at the same location as the zeros for the cross-coupled term IYX. Thus the zeros, the dark rings, of IXX are washed out by the light leakage from IYX. Furthermore, the PSF of IYX cannot be corrected by wavefront compensation for either the XX or YY-components alone, because larger spread of the IYX component is due to IYX's apodization, not its wavefront ( Figure 6 ). IYX can be removed with an x-oriented linear polarizer near the image; this can pass IXX and remove IYX, but the other ghost IXY, will now slip through; thus a simple polarizer will not completely correct this polarization aberration. For unpolarized starlight or other nearly unpolarized sources, a "generic" optical system like Figure 2 creates a PSF which is best understood as the sum of two nearly Airy diffraction patterns (nearly because of some wavefront aberration and apodization effects), IXX and IYY, plus two "ghost" PSFs, IYX and IYX, which result from polarization cross-talk, the Jones pupil's off-diagonal elements.
LOCATION OF THE PSF IMAGES
Picture an imaging Stokes polarimeter measuring the example telescope's PSF of an unpolarized star. The PSFs for the Xpolarized, IX = IXX+IYX, and Y-polarized light, IY = IXY+IYY, at the focal plane are close to the Airy diffraction pattern Figure 6 , is less than 8 milli-waves, and the amplitude apodization is less than 0.015. But these two PSF images peaks for IX and IY are shifted by 0.625 masec. Figure 11 contains PSF cross-section through the maxima plotted for IX, IY, and IX − IY (the Stokes Q image). As mentioned earlier, the shift between the IX and IY PSFs is due to the slope differences of the p and s-Fresnel phases, (blue and red tangent lines in Figure 3 (b) ) which is the cause of the overall linear variations in ϕXX and ϕYY. Their difference Q = IX -IY is sheared from IX and IY by 5.8 masec, as shown in Figure 11 , and is due to the shift between IX and IY. These are listed in Table 2 . An ellipse was fitted to the PSF at the half power points to calculate an ellipticity of the PSF. Figure 11 . The cross-section profiles of the IX and IY PSF images, one for each polarization and the profile of their difference are shown in red and blue in arc seconds from the center of the PSF. The black line shows Stokes Q image, the difference between the two PSFs. Table 2 . The characteristics of the example telescope's PSF shape are described by the following parameters: the PSF's flux, the radius of encircled energy, the PSF shears and the PSF ellipticity for X and Y-polarized incident light. In astronomical applications involving the precise measurement of the location of the centroid of the PSF, distortions of the shape of the PSF are important. Most systems incorporate multiple folds, for example in references [28] and [29] . These relay optics with multiple folds may increase the shear between PSF's polarization components. The variation of linear phase across the pupil, ϕXX, and ϕYY, seen in Figure 6 , is approximately linear, thus the shear between polarization components is linear in the F/#. As [29] showed, across the FOV, variations of PSF ellipticity and orientation are expected from polarization aberration. The Fresnel polarization aberrations, unless corrected, may affect our ability to characterize exoplanets using space telescopes.
including piston w0, tilt w1, and, defocus w2. These result from the phase variations of the average Fresnel coefficients with angle. The averaged Fresnel equations also generate small polarization independent amplitude variations expressed with similar coefficients a0, a1, and a2 as   2 , s i n . With these functions and twelve aberration terms, the polarization aberration approximation to the Jones pupil fits within 1%.
With a closed form polarization aberration expression, the behavior of the telescope can be parameterized. For example, the diattenuation at the center of the pupil corresponds to the diattenuation piston term with magnitude d0. This arises only from the fold mirror; the primary and secondary mirrors do not contribute diattenuation at the center of the pupil. The coefficient d1 is close to the value of the average diattenuation, averaging over the pupil. From the quadratic variation of the coating diattenuation about normal incidence, it is seen that the average diattenuation (diattenuation piston value) characterized d0 by is quadratic in the fold mirror's fold angle. More on the use of this polarization aberration expansion to generate scaling relationships in found in Breckinridge [32] .
